Abstract. Based on the theory of the regular Hermite interpolation polynomial, several calculating methods including basic function, multiple difference quotients, etc., have been proposed to solve the complex irregular Hermite interpolation polynomial.
Theory of the Hermite interpolation
where ( ) P x is the interpolation function of ( ) f x , 0 1 , , , n x x x ⋅⋅⋅ are the interpolation nodes,
interval[ ] , a b is the interpolation interval [1] .
If ( ) P x is the polynomial with the number not more than n , namely 
then ( ) H x is the Hermite interpolation polynomial [2] . ≤ < < ⋅⋅⋅ < ≤ , we can say ( ) H x is the irregular Hermite interpolation polynomial, the methods of seeking ( ) H x is the irregular Heremite interpolation [3] [4] .
The rest of this paper is proposes several plans for solving the irregular Hermite interpolation polynomial.
Several plans for solving the irregular Heremite interpolation polynomial
If ( ) ( 0,1, , ; )
Using the method of regular Hermite interpolation to resolve the irregular Hermite interpolation
Using the known conditions which satisfied the regular Hermite interpolation polynomial to find out corresponding Hermite interpolation polynomial. Then supposed the form of 1 ( ) 
< can be written as follows:
By (5), we can concluded
where ( ) j l x are the basis functions. We can derived the following conclusions base on (5)
Taking logarithm and derivation at both ends of
Similarly, we can obtain
We can also proof the interpolation polynomial which satisfied the conditions ( ) ( 0,1, , ; ) (10) has double roots on each nodes ( 0,1, , ;
ϕ is a polynomial with the number not more than 2 1 k + , so ( ) 0 x ϕ ≡ . The Unique is proofed. . Similarly, bring ( 2, 3, , ; , 3, , ; )
< , we can obtain 1 ( ) 0 ( 2, 3, , ; )
namely ( 
where the number of 1 ( ) 
Owning to the number of 1 ( )
+ + , and the number of polynomial
into the form of interpolation base function, then by the known condition, using the method of undetermined coefficient determing its representation. 
bring 0 0 ( , ) x y into (21), we can obtain
By (24) and (25), we can obtain
and
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In (43), by 0 0
, we can obtain the following equations: into (21) and (23) 
By (28) and (29), we can obtain 
So on, we can conclude 3 4 , , , n a a a ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . In order to write the general expression of coefficient k a , we introduced the definition of difference quotient.
